In recent years, with the opening of the ''smart age'' curtain, smart devices dominated by technologies such as robots, drones, and intelligent perception have gradually moved to the center of the Intelligent CPSS stage. However, the new security risks of the Intelligent CPSS have also become increasingly prominent. Especially in recent years, in Ukraine and Venezuela's power attack incidents, a series of related attacks always occur simultaneously. This is a multi-task compound attack. This paper designs a set of Cloud-Fog-Edge closed-loop feedback security risk prediction strategies for multi-task compound attacks based on the offensive and defensive ideas of intelligent games, combining classified deep Boltzmann machines and Markov time-varying models. This strategy can be used for various types of power intelligent system terminals, and realizes security risk prediction with modularity, interoperability, open interfaces and compliance with open standards. Interoperability with other safety equipment can also be achieved through standardized interfaces to form system security protection capabilities to meet the actual needs of the industry Internet system. Experimental results show that the method is superior to the typical traditional method.
security threats coming from both Internet and power industrial control systems.
The closed-loop feedback intelligent system security architecture of Power Intelligent CPSS has the following modules and functions: First, security resource awareness: Under a single system, it can accurately sense the number and status of various resources such as the platform's own security vulnerability scanning, security status monitoring, malicious behavior tracking, and security event prevention. In the case of multiple systems, the position, quantity, and status of multiple system security resources can be accurately sensed. The second is the description of the safety task: the safety task can be described in multiple layers using digital methods to form a qualitative and quantitative safety task list. Ability to break complex safety tasks into clear subtasks. The third is the safety task planning calculation: the safety task and safety resources are associated with each other to maximize the use of safety resources and minimize the feedback time. Safety tasks can be assigned in two ways: ''Person in the loop'' or fully automatic. The fourth is the feedback of the safety task evaluation: after the safety task is confirmed, the related tasks are executed in accordance with the safety task planning, and the evaluation stage evaluates the execution effect of the safety task. At the same time, the assessment results are fed back to the safety mission planning system to take further safety measures or adjust the safety action plan.
At present, security defense models for Power Intelligent CPSS are mainly static and passive. Usually, for security of systems, they will isolate intranet and extranet, and often process the attack events when invasions have occurred. However, with the advent of the big data era, the technology of isolation faces challenges because the network needs to be more open and interactive. Therefore, we need to achieve an active defense for Power Intelligent CPSSs, and improve their safety level.
Taking the power field as an example, with the continuous expansion of the demand for smart grid energy interconnection, the number of collections, storage and control on the user side and the power production site side is growing rapidly, and the power business also presents a trend of diversity and timeliness. The application of Internet of things technology, new sensor technology and machine learning technology is more and more widely, which makes the power intelligent terminal that the power grid operation depends on change to the direction of machine intelligence, perceptual intelligence and computational intelligence. This results in massive data, especially heterogeneous data. This puts forward higher requirements of computing power, storage capacity and network architecture performance for the current large data centralized processing method, which is widely used to transfer all terminal equipment data through network communication to the back-end master station system. This brings new challenges to the stability and real-time performance of business execution process, including three aspects:
1) The massive data transferred from network edge devices to cloud data center increases the load of core cloud server;
2) The delay of processing and the shortage of transmission bandwidth are increased;
3) As a result, the delay of network communication increases, and even the packet loss often occurs.
It can be seen that the existing traditional centralized business model of electric power can no longer fully and efficiently meet the business requirements of all intelligent power systems. In this context, the power edge computing model is generated to improve the scene where the centralized model has shortcomings, forming the Power Intelligent CPSS, as shown in Figure 1 . AMI means Advanced Metering Infrastructure. Power Intelligent CPSS increases the ability of application task execution and data caching and analysis processing, and migrates some or all of the original centralized business model computing tasks to the converging edge computing terminal node on the edge of the network, so as to reduce the computing load of the master station system. Through edge computing, the pressure of network bandwidth can be relieved, the efficiency of data processing can be improved, the real-time response speed of business can be accelerated, and the stability and real-time reliability of business execution in intelligent power system can be guaranteed. At present, the Power Intelligent CPSS has basically covered the power generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, power consumption, scheduling and other aspects involved in the power business.
Currently, network security prediction is a widely concerned direction in the field of network security, which is the premise and basis for preventing large-scale network attacks. For example, the network situational awareness, proposed by Tim Bass, was used to analyze the network environment, quickly obtain current states, predict future states, and finally provide appropriate responses. Thus, network security risk prediction aims to predict the next state of the network by analyzing the historical states and current states of the network. Because Power Intelligent CPSS requires strict stability and safety, many existing models are too simple to be adapted to meet the requirements of the network. In addition, the majority of risk prediction methods are designed for public network, which also cannot directly applied to power industrial internets. Thus, it is necessary to develop new models according to the characteristics of power industrial internets.
This paper proposes a status prediction method based on Classification Deep Boltzmann Machine and Markov time-varying Model for the power industrial internet. The method improves efficiency compared with the traditional Boltzmann Machine, and helps with the decision making for active security defense of the electric power control systems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the related researches about network security prediction. Then in Section III we introduce analysis of security risk prediction method. In Section IV, we propose our research method to predict the status of the power industrial internet. In Section V, the experimental results are presented. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In the field of network security, network security prediction has received much attention recently, which is the premise and basis for preventing the large-scale network attacks. Currently, research in this field is still in its early stage. Although some studies on the prediction of a single intrusion event [1] - [3] have already been conducted, they cannot provide effective security risk prediction for the future trend of the entire network in general. Integrated attack is one of the main forms of network intrusion. Accurately predicting it becomes a core task of active defense research.
There are many popular data classification and prediction methods in the area of machine learning such as decision tree, SVM, Bayesian network etc. Researches have conducted in-depth research on these methods and improved these methods in different fields. P Li proposed an incremental decision tree algorithm which has a good result in handling multi label problems [4] . A large scale semantic network was proposed to compute term similarity, which is more efficient comparing with existing methods [5] . A cost-sensitive decision tree was proposed to predict the escalation risk of current defect reports for maximum net profit [6] . A novel pool-based costsensitive learning method was proposed, which produced a smaller total cost in the cost-sensitive total cost [7] .
At present, the problems of network security prediction mainly come from two aspects. On one hand, there are some prediction technologies for single intrusion attacks and compound attacks. An intrusion prediction model based on the fuzzy neural network was proposed to predict the attack intention [1] . Ghosh [2] proposed a LAN-based security prediction model that can predict potential security threats against the analysis of historical vulnerabilities. An Agentbased Bayesian network prediction model [3] , based on a multivariate linear statistical model was proposed to predict the security status by statistical analysis of network user behaviors. The above work merely can be used to predict a single intrusion attack but cannot provide a prediction of the overall network security risk. On the other hand, there are some prediction technologies that consider various factors and indicators, which can affect the system security comprehensively and can integrate the network security risk assessment systems, using reasonable prediction methods to predict the security risk trends. A neural network risk prediction method based on radial basis function was proposed [8] to establish an RBF neural network model for network security and risk prediction through a large number of experiments and training. This method is not efficient when dealing the big data volume and has difficulty in the selection of basis function. A network-attack prediction technology based on SVM to predict the time series of network-attack risk assessment indicators through the support vector regression was proposed [9] . However, due to the difficulty in the selection of kernel function, this method is not feasible. Lai et al. [10] proposed the algorithm to use the simple weighted fusion method to calculate the current network security risk, and then use the gray theory GM(1,1) model to predict the network security risk in the future. However, this model is not applicable to the case when the change of the risk-value accumulation curve does not meet the exponential growth.
Some network security risk prediction methods have been applied to Power Intelligent CPSS systems. A Markov model with time-varying [11] breaks the assumption in traditional Markov model that the system state transition probability matrix does not change with time, where the state transition probability matrix changes with time. However, this model does not perform well on Power Intelligent CPSS systems because the network model is too simple to satisfy the actual requirements of most Power Intelligent CPSS systems. In addition, this model adopts the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method in data sampling classification which can reduce the data dimensionality and computational burden efficiently, but to a hydraulic power generation industrial control network system, the requirements for data rigor and accuracy of results are high and PCA cannot maintains the integrity of the sample. SVM has some advantages in solving the problems with small sample, nonlinear and high dimensional features. Thus, it was used to establish a network security assessment system, which divided the network status into five types [12] . Although five types of network status is not too large, the accuracy of SVM is still not high enough to ensure an accurate prediction of network risks which is more important in the power industrial control systems. As a probabilistic knowledge representation and reasoning method, Bayesian network was used to establish a network situation assessment model [13] . Bayesian network can effective handle uncertain information and easily make inferences from incomplete, uncertain and inaccurate information [14] , [15] . However, if there are many attributes or the big correlation between the attributes, there will be some problems. For example, the Bayesian network requires more data for analysis and its calculation is very complicated, especially in solving complex problems. A network situation assessment model based on HMM [16] can dynamically evaluate the risk and improve the calculation formula of the state transition probability distribution, which enhances the adaptability of the algorithm. Although HMM shows some advantages when analyzing real systems, it also has some drawbacks, such as the assumptions of the model are too simple. This model assumes that a state depends only on the state's process and this dependency is time-independent. This assumption does not fully comply with the actual situation of a power industrial control system.
Power Intelligent CPSS is a typical cloud -fog -edge computing in cyber physical social systems (CPSS). At present, the Power Intelligent CPSS has basically covered the power generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, power consumption, scheduling and other aspects involved in the power business. The following paper presents three application scenarios based on cloud fog edge, i.e. intelligent monitoring of substation, intelligent distribution area and intelligent power consumption information collection, as follows:
1) Cloud fog edge application in the field of substation intelligent monitoring. In order to strengthen the condition information collection and remote control of all kinds of high-voltage equipment in the substation, temperature monitoring probes, partial discharge monitoring probes, infrared monitors and even mobile intelligent monitoring robots are widely deployed in the substation, as shown in Figure 2 .
In the case of large number of substations and large scale of Internet of things equipment in the substation, the traditional centralized transmission, monitoring and analysis business model of the main station cannot be fully applied to intelligent monitoring applications in the substation. In order to reduce the bandwidth load of the transmission network and improve the real-time transmission of the substation monitoring service data, edge computing terminal equipment is deployed on the site side of the substation to analyze and process the information aggregation of the Internet of things equipment in the station. However, if cloud fog edge cannot solve the problem of malicious attack detection and defense of edge computing terminals, it cannot solve the problem of sensitive collection and monitoring information security transmission, anti-stealing and tampering in cloud fog edge, which will seriously endanger the safe and stable operation of the substation.
2) Cloud fog edge application in the field of intelligent distribution. In order to obtain a more accurate and comprehensive operation state of low-voltage distribution system, so as to implement remote telemetry and remote control for reasonable load allocation. The power distribution business has been upgraded with intelligent transformation. Intelligent devices such as intelligent circuit breakers, intelligent capacitors, multi-type environmental information sensors and phase change switches have been deployed and applied on a large scale, and a large number of measurement and control data have been generated on the low-voltage power field side. Under the requirement of 0.83ms real-time response of power grid control service, the traditional calculation mode of longdistance transmission to centralized master station system cannot meet the service needs at all. For this reason, power grid enterprises have developed a new generation of intelligent distribution and transformation terminal with edge computing function, which performs local aggregation calculation on the edge side data, and transmits part of the processed core data to the new generation of distribution automation master station system, thus forming a typical edge computing scenario supporting real-time business, as shown in Figure 3 . So, there are a lot of security risks in intelligent perception, real-time interaction, ubiquitous interconnection and full business integration.
To solve these problems, this paper proposes a Markov model with time-varying based on classification-limited Boltzmann machine, which improves the performance and reliability of data classification, and optimizes the Markov model with time-varying, and also make it higher in real-time, intelligence, objectivity accuracy and practicability to predict the risk in hydraulic power generation industrial control network.
III. ANALYSIS OF CLOUD-FOG-EDGE SECURITY RISK PREDICTION METHOD
The prediction method of network security risk is to analyze the whole state of various monitoring objects and elements in VOLUME 8, 2020 the dynamic network environment, and predict the network state in the next stage by analyzing the historical state and current state of the network. The so-called ''state'' here refers to the whole network situation and change trend composed of terminal equipment, communication environment, user behavior in the network and many other factors. This ''state'' is often characterized by integrity, variability, complexity, uncertainty and diffusion. The source of ''state'' is network management equipment, network security equipment and network monitoring equipment. Through data fusion and data processing, data that can reflect the running state of the network can be generated and presented in various forms, so as to identify malicious behaviors of the network, and then make early warning and judgment of possible network threats, and at the same time, send out alarms or take active defense measures.
At present, the research of network security situation awareness abroad has gradually turned to practical application from the initial theoretical stage. DARPA, Rand Corporation, cert (Computer Emergency Response Team) of Carnegie Mellon University, Purdue University, and Lincoln Laboratory of MIT all carried out research on specific applications. However, due to the characteristics of the electric power industry control system, the risk prediction method for the electric power industry control system is still lacking. The existing risk prediction methods for the electric power industry control system mainly focus on the public information security theory. In the era of rapid development of smart grid and emerging of big data technology, traditional security risk prediction methods cannot fully adapt to and meet the needs of power industry control system for risk prediction perception. It is necessary to introduce data mining and artificial intelligence methods.
A. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE Support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised learning method, which was proposed by Vapnik and Cortes in 1995. Through the way of increasing dimension and linearization, SVM cleverly transforms the non-linear problem in the original sample space into the linear separable problem in the high latitude space, which can well carry out pattern recognition, classification, regression analysis, etc.
The basic idea of support vector machine is: first, in the case of linear separability, we find the optimal hyperplane of two kinds of samples in the original space. In the case of indivisibility of linearity, the relaxation variable is added to analyze. By using nonlinear mapping, the samples of low-dimensional input space are mapped to high-dimensional attribute space to make it linear, which makes it possible to use linear algorithm to analyze the nonlinear of samples in high-dimensional attribute space, and to find the optimal classification hyperplane in the feature space. Secondly, it uses the principle of structural risk minimization to construct the optimal classification hyperplane in the attribute space, so that the classifier can get the global optimization, and the expected risk in the whole sample space satisfies a certain upper bound with a certain probability.
The principle of data classification using SVM can be described as follows:
where x i ∈ X = k n is the index vector of input and its component is called index; y n ∈ y = {−1, +1} is the output and i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We call the set of n samples training set. For any given new pattern x, it can be concluded that its corresponding output y is 1 or −1. This problem is transformed into finding a rule that divides the point of R n into two parts. As shown in Figure 4 ,For a set of positive and negative samples of training data, {x i , y i }, i = 1, · · · , l, supposes that hyperplane H : w · x + b = 0 can accurately separate the samples, and there are two hyperplanes H 2 :w · x + b = 1 and H 2 : w · x + b = −1 parallel to H, so that the samples closest to hyperplane H are on H 1 and H 2 . These samples are called support vectors. All the other training samples were outside of J and K. classification problem. In the face of multi class problems, it is necessary to construct multi class SVM classifier. Too few classifiers will lead to inaccurate classification and coarse classification particles; if too many classifiers, it will also lead to complex calculation and slow decision-making. Since the literature divides the network security situation into five levels, it is necessary to construct five two categories of classifiers to transform the five categories of classification problems into five two categories of SVM classification problems. During training, the samples corresponding to n classes are positive, and the rest are negative. After training these five training sets, we get five classifiers: SVM1, SVM2, svm3, svm4 and svm5. Therefore, the decision function is as follows:
Support vector machine can rely on small samples to learn, which has the advantages of strong generalization ability, easy training, no local minimum and so on. In order to overcome the computational difficulties caused by high-dimensional space, SVM uses a variety of clever kernel functions to avoid explicit nonlinear mapping, mapping the input vector in low-dimensional space to high-dimensional space, and building a hyperplane in high-dimensional space. SVM has its own unique advantages in solving the problems of small sample, nonlinear and high-dimensional pattern recognition. However, as discussed in the previous chapters, SVM always has the problems of training difficulty, resource consumption and low efficiency in the face of large-scale training samples and solving multi classification problems. Although the network state is divided into five types, the number of classifications is not particularly large, but the accuracy of SVM classification is not high and it cannot ensure the availability of network risk prediction very well. In the power industry control system in such a system environment, the importance of this problem is particularly prominent.
B. BAYESIAN NETWORK
Bayesian network is a probability graph model. Bayesian network is developed on the basis of Bayes method. It provides a good way to express the probability of causality between variables. Bayesian network is composed of directed acyclic graph (DAG), which includes nodes and directed edges. Nodes represent random variables (including parent nodes and child nodes), and directed edges represent mutual relationships between nodes (from parent nodes to child nodes), and conditional probability is used to express relationship strength, so as to establish, express and analyze uncertainty and probability Pieces.
Definition 1 (Conditional Probability): The conditional probability of event B under the condition that event A occurs. If the basic event A, B, has P(A) > 0, then:
Definition 2 (Joint Probability): Let A and B be two events, and P(A) > 0, then their joint probability is:
Definition 3 (Bayesian Theorem): Also known as a posterior probability formula. If the prior probability is P(B i ) and the new additional information obtained from the survey is P (A |B i ), where i = 1, 2, · · · n, the posterior probability is:
indicates that there is a directed edge from node x to node y, then node x is the parent node of y and node y is the child node of x. Ancestor and successor can be defined by recursive definition of parent and child nodes. In particular, a root node is a node that has no parent.
Definition 5 (Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)): Digraphs without loops.
Let G = (V , E) represent a DAG, where V represents the set of all nodes in the graph, E represents the set of directed connecting line segments, and X = (X v ), v ∈ V is the random variable represented by a node v in the directed acyclic graph, if the joint probability of node X is expressed as:
Then we call X a Bayesian network relative to the directed acyclic graph G, where pa(v) is called the ''cause'' or parents of the node v. As shown in Figure 5 is a simple Bayesian network. In [13] , the Bayesian network method is used to establish the network situation evaluation model. The network situation assessment indexes used in the literature are divided into three major indexes: asset index, threat index, and vulnerability index, which can also be subdivided into sub categories. Two types of nodes are established in the literature: one is the observation node, whose state can be obtained directly; the other is the hidden node, whose state must be obtained by reasoning. The structure graph G expresses the causality among the evaluation indexes, and the local probability distribution expresses the strength of the relationship among the evaluation indexes, which is expressed by conditional probability. It is known that Y t can get X t , and the goal of reasoning is to get the required probability through observation y 1:t . In the network security risk assessment model, the interested node is X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , and the goal is to accurately infer the probability of the hidden node by observing the state of the variable
As a knowledge representation and reasoning method based on probability, Bayesian network can deal with uncertain information effectively and intuitively, and can easily make reasoning from incomplete, uncertain and inaccurate information. However, due to the characteristics of Bayesian networks, if the number of attributes is relatively large or the correlation between attributes is relatively large, there will be problems. At the same time, Bayesian networks need more data, analysis and calculation are more complex, especially in solving complex problems, this contradiction is more prominent.
C. HIDDEN MARKOV
Markov process is a kind of stochastic process. Hidden Markov model (HMM) was originally used by L. E. Baum et al. To describe Markov process with hidden unknown parameters and determine the hidden parameters associated with it from the observable parameters. HMM model has played an important role in many fields, such as natural language processing, computer vision, fault analysis, biological information processing, speech recognition and so on.
The definition of Markov model is as follows:
Set the system to have S 1 , S 2 , . . . S n status, and the system can change from one status to another. Let q t be the state of the system at time t, and the probability of the state at time t is related to the state of the system at time 1, 2 . . . t − 1, and the probability is:
If the state of the system at t time is only related to the state of t-1 time, it is a discrete Markov process:
If only stochastic processes independent of time t are considered:
where a i,j >= 0, N j=1 a i,j = 1, it is a Markov model. The events observed in HMM are random functions of States, in which the state transition process is a hidden Markov chain, while the observable events are random functions of the hidden state transition process.
An HMM can be expressed as λ = (N , M , π, A, B) and its parameter meanings are as follows:
N π: initial state probability π = (π 1 , · · · , π N ), then
A: is the time independent state transition probability matrix (a ij ) N * N , where
The process of HMM is as follows:
(1) According to the probability of initial state distribution π, set the initial state and make n = 1.
(2) According to B, the probability distribution S i (n = 1) of output in b m1 (n = 1) state is obtained.
(3) According to A, the next state is obtained from the probability distribution of n state transition from S i state at n = n + 1 time to S j state, and n = n + 1 is collocated.
(4) If n < N , go back to step 2, otherwise end. Although hidden Markov model shows great value in the analysis of real system, it also has some disadvantages. One of the biggest disadvantages is that the assumption of the model is too simplified. Because the model assumes a state only depends on the state in its process, and this kind of dependence is time independent. This assumption is not completely in line with the actual situation of the electric power industrial control system, because the electric power industrial control system requires high accuracy of prediction, and this time independent assumption is too simple to be directly applied to the special scene of electric power industrial control.
The advantages and disadvantages of the above methods are summarized as follows:
Through the discussion of the above common methods and the comparison of practical application, in order to better serve the Power Intelligent CPSS, the Boltzmann machine and Markov time-varying model are selected.
IV. METHODOLOGY
A Markov time-varying model (MTM) was used to predict the probability of real-time network security risks [11] . However, their model is relatively simple and cannot be applied to power industrial control systems. First, their network model is so simple that cannot reflect the actual situation of power industrial control systems. Second, their classification model for the network state is also weak. Although the computation complexity of their method is reduced by the cohesion and Principal Components Analysis, the accuracy cannot be guaranteed when applied to the industrial control systems of power generation, where outliers in application scenarios cannot be simply ignored. Therefore, this paper still follows the train of thought of ''time-varying'' theory and proposed a novel network model to make it more in line with the application requirements of power industrial control systems. Furthermore, this paper introduces the Classification Deep Boltzmann machine (ClassRBM). Thus, a Markov model with time-varying based on the classification Deep Boltzmann machine (ClassRBM & MTM) is proposed for hydraulic power generation industrial control systems.
A. BASIC STRUCTURE OF A DEEP BOLTZMANN MACHINE
The Boltzmann Machine (BM) was proposed by Hinton and Sejnowski as a generative stochastic neural network [18] . The neurons in the network are random, and the output of a neuron has only two states (active and inactive states), represented by binary zeros and ones. The value of the state is determined according to the law of probability and statistics. The Boltzmann machine is a feedback neural network composed of random connections of random neurons, which is symmetrically connected and has no self-feedback. It contains a visible layer and a hidden layer as shown in Figure 8 . The main purpose of the Boltzmann machine is to generate a neural network that models the probability distribution of the input data. In general, it is impossible to get a complete model unless the number of hidden layers in the index of the visible unit. Although the Boltzmann machine has a very strong unsupervised learning ability of learning complicated rules from data, the training (learning) time is rather long. Moreover, it is difficult to obtain both the distribution of the Boltzmann machine and random samples which obeying the distribution. A Deep Boltzmann machine could solve these difficulties. [19] , which limits the original inter-layer connections of the Boltzmann machine. Different nodes of the same network layer are not connected with each other, and only the nodes between the hidden layer and the visible layer are connected. Thus, the structure is easier to obtain the probability distribution function of RBM. The Deep Boltzmann machine reduces the complexity of the Boltzmann machine, though the structure of the entire network is still based on the undirected graph. However, different from the Boltzmann machine, RBM removes the connections between the hidden layers so that the status of the neurons in hidden layers is conditionally independent.
The Deep Boltzmann machine can be regarded as an undirected graph model [20] , [21] . As shown in Figure 7 , v is the visible layer, which represents the observation data, h is the hidden layer, which can be regarded as some feature detectors, and W is the connection weight between the two layers. The hidden units and visible units in the Deep Boltzmann machine can obey any exponential family distribution. For example, they can be a Softmax, a Gauss, or a Poisson distribution. For simplicity, we assume that all visible and hidden units are binary variables. That is, for any i, j, we have v i ∈ {0, 1} and h j ∈ {0, 1}. If a Deep Boltzmann machine has n visible units and m hidden units, then vectors v and h are used to indicate the states of the visible and hidden units respectively, where v i represents the state of the i th visible unit and h j represents the state of the j th hidden unit. Then, for a given set of states, the energy of a Deep Boltzmann machine as a system is defined as:
where θ = W ij , a i , b j is the parameters, W ij represents the connection weights between the visible unit i and the hidden unit j, a i represents the bias of the visible unit, and b j represents the offset of the hidden unit j. When the parameters are determined,, we can obtain the joint probability distribution of (v, h) based on the energy function as follows: Here, Z (θ) is a normalization factor (also known as the Partition Function) defined as:
For a practical problem, we most concern about the distribution p (v |θ ) of the observed data v defined by the Deep Boltzmann machine, i.e. the marginal distribution of the joint probability distribution p (v, h |θ ), also known as the Likelihood Function.
To determine this distribution, the normalization factor Z (θ) needs to be calculated, which requires O(2 m+n ) calculations. Therefore, even if the parameters W ij , a i , and b j of the model can be obtained through training, we still cannot effectively calculate the distribution determined by these parameters. However, according to the special structure of the Deep Boltzmann machine, when the states of the visible units are given, the activation states of the hidden units are conditionally independent. At this point, we can obtain the activation probability of the j th hidden as follows:
σ (x) = 1 1+exp(−x) is a sigmoid activation function. Since the structure of the Deep Boltzmann machine is symmetric, when the states of the hidden units are given, the activation state of each visible unit is also conditionally independent, that is, the activation probability of the i-th visible unit is: which contains a visual layer, a hidden layer and an output layer, then we use the training data to train the model. Afterwards, the conditional probability distribution between inputs and class labels is established, which can be used to classify the inputs directly. Compared with Deep Boltzmann machine, the energy function of Classification Deep Boltzmann machine has one more output layer which needs the corresponding weight and bias terms. The classification of Deep Boltzmann machine simplifies the classification process because no additional train the classifier is required, ensuring that the features learned by the algorithm are discriminative. Finally, the training can be performed in an online manner, and the discriminative performance of the learned feature representation can be monitored in real time. Classification Deep Boltzmann machine is a joint distribution model [16] . Let x = (x 1 , · · · , x D ) be the input and y ∈ {1, · · · , C} be the target class. A hidden layer and uses a binary random unit h = (h 1 , · · · , h H ). All above are integrated in an energy function: (19) where = (W , b, c, d E(y, x, h) ) Z (20) where Z is a normalized constant (also known as a partition function) that ensures an effective probability distribution for the above formula. Suppose the elements of x are binary, but the elements are directly given when they are expanded to actual values on bounded or unbounded intervals. Figure 10 shows the structure of classification Deep Boltzmann machine.
It is usually rather difficult to calculate p(y, x, h) or p(y, x). However, for classification Deep Boltzmann machines, Gibbs sampling can be used [22] . That is, alternating between the current value of a given visible layer and the sampled value of the hidden layer, and vice versa. All the necessary conditional distributions are very simple. When making adjustments on the visible layer, we have:
and exp(−a) ) is Sigmoid function. When we make adjustments on the hidden layer, we can get the following equation:
and, 
Based on the above equations, we may accurately calculate p(y|x), thus it is possible to process classification. In fact, we can find that:
where softplus(a) = log (1 + exp(a) ). Then we can get that (27) , as shown at the bottom of the next page, where F(y, x) is called the free energy function. When calculating the conditional distribution at time O(HD + HC), we can calculate the conditional parameter c j + i W ji x i firstly, and then this conditional parameter will be used again when generating a program calculating function softplus(c j + U jy * + i W ji x i ) for all y * classes.
C. CLASSIFICATION DEEP BOLTZMANN MACHINE BASED ON HYBRID TRAINING
In order to train a classification Deep Boltzmann machine to solve the particular classification problems, we can simply define a target D train = {(x t , y t )} to minimize all the examples in the training set. Suppose that we have a model with joint probability p (x, y), the objective function of classification Deep Boltzmann machine training is still defined by maximum likelihood estimation. The input layer is defined as x, the hidden layer is h, and the output layer is y. Then the generated model can be defined by the joint probability distribution FIGURE 10. Data set event_warning. VOLUME 8, 2020 maximum likelihood function of x and y:
Since we are only interested in how to obtain good predictive results for input, we can appropriately ignore the part of unsupervised learning in the generated model and focus on the part of supervised learning.
Based on this premise, we can get the definition of the discriminated model as follows:
It is obvious that the equation L gen (D train ) = |D train | t=1 log p(y t |x t ) is to model the posterior conditional distribution, and the discriminated model can be used to train the Deep Boltzmann machine without the generated model. Hybrid training is to combine the generation model and the discriminated model for training. The contribution of the two models can be determined by setting the weights, so:
Classification can be achieved by adjusting α (that is, balancing choices between bias and variance).
D. MARKOV TIME-VARYING MODEL
The Markov time-varying model (MTM) is defined as follows [11] :
Definition 6: The Markov chain is a sequence of random variables X 1 , X 2 , X 3 · · · . The range of random variables is called the state space. If the conditional probability distribution of X t+k for past states is only a function of X t , then:
Here X t+k = i t+k means that the process is in the i t+k state at time t + k. The above identity can be seen as a Markov property. That is, the probability distribution of the system state X t+k = i t+k at the time t + k is only related to the state at time t, and is independent of the state before time t.
Definition 7: The Markov chain model can be expressed as (S, P, π), where (1) S is a non-empty state set consisting of all possible states of the system, namely the state space of the system. For example, the state space of the network is S = {1, 2, · · · , n} where 1 represents the initial state and n represents the final state.
(2) P = p ij (t, t + k) m×n is the state transition probability matrix of the system, p ij (t, t + k) = P {X t+k = j |X t = i } , i, j ∈ S represents the probability that the system is in state i at time t and is in state j after the kstep state transition. Since the chain starts from any state at time t and goes to another time t + k, it must be transferred to one of the state spaces, so for any i ∈ S, we can get
(3) π = (π 1 , π 2 , · · · , π n ) is the initial probability distribution of the system. π i is the probability that the initial moment of the system is in state i, which satisfies n i=1 π i = 1. (1) is called a one-step state transition probability at time t, and P is a one-step state transition probability matrix.
Theorem 8: Let {X t , t = 1, 2, · · · , n} be a Markov chain, then for any moment u, v, we can get equation (32):
Write the above formula into a matrix form, we can obtain the following equation:
Corollary 9: The k-step transition probability matrix is the k th power of the one-step transition probability matrix. Which is to say P k = P · P k−1 = P k .
Proof: Using P k = P · P k−1 = P k , let u = 1, v = k − 1, we can get a recursive relationship:
Let row vector π(k) = ((π 1 (k), π 2 (k), . . . , π n (k)), where π j (k) represents the probability that the event is in the state j at the k time after the k state transition under the condition that the initial state (k = 0) is known. And we can get equation (35) below:
According to the no aftereffect of the Markov process, the Bayesian conditional probability formula and inference, 
we can find that:
π (1) = π(0)P 1 = π(0)P π (3) = π(0)P 2 = π(0)P 2 · · · π(k) = π(0)P k = π(0)P k (36) In the formula (36) , the initial state probability vector π(0) = (π 1 (0), π 2 (0), . . . , π n (0)). P i (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) represents the i-step state transition probability matrix of the system.
It can be seen from the above inferences that the traditional Markov prediction model is based on the assumption that the state transition probability matrix of the system does not change with time. However, in many practical problems, especially in network attack environments, the security state of the network is not fixed at different moments, and the transition probability of the state is constantly changing. The Markov model with time-varying improves the accuracy of prediction by continuously updating the state transition probability matrix. From formula (36), we can get equation (37):
where P (i) represents the state transition probability matrix at time i. It can be seen from the equations that if the initial state of an event at the 0 th time has been known, which means that π (0) has been known. Then, using the recurrence formula(37), we can find the probability of the event in various possible states at the k th moment after k state transition, i.e. π (k). Thus, the state probability prediction of the event at the k th time is obtained. Therefore, it is important for the prediction to determine the state transition probability matrix P (i) at different moments.
E. UPDATE METHOD BASED ON CLASSRBM&MTM
The security risks of the network mainly come from malicious attacks on the network. The attack behavior generally consists of three phases: the information collection phase, the attack progress phase, and the attack completion phase. According to the different stages of the attack, the network security risks are divided into five risk levels: no security risk L 0 (that is, the network is in a normal state), low micro security risk L 1 (the network is in the scanned state), micro security risk L 2 (the vulnerability after the network scanning and may be exploited), a more serious security risk L 3 (the network is in an attacked state), and serious security risk L 4 (the network has been severely attacked and has been compromised). These different security risk levels constitute the state space in the Markov time-varying prediction model, i.e. S = {L 0 , L 1 , L 2 , L 3 , L 4 }, then the state transition of the network security risk is shown in Figure 9 .
The state transition probability matrix of the network security risk can be determined as follows:
Calculating the state transition probability matrix P is to calculate the state transition probability from each state to any other state. The state transition probability is generally calculated using an assumption that the frequency approximately equals to the probability. That is,
where n ij represents the number of samples transferred from state i to state j.
A status update algorithm based on ClassRBM is proposed and its calculation process of updating the state transition probability matrix P is as follows: In order to verify the applicability of the classification Deep Boltzmann machine in power industrial control systems, we performed an experiment on the ''event_warning'' data set in the national grid technology project. The data set was provided by the project partner and it contains the alarm data of the Power Intelligent CPSS, as shown in Figure 10 . First, according to the type of warning, the degree of harm, the description of different attacks by MIT Lincoln Laboratory Intrusion Detection Experiment and the different stages of attacks, the network security risk levels corresponding to attacks are divided into five classes. We compared with a variety of classification methods in the experiment. The error rates of these methods are shown in Figure 11 . The experimental results show that the error rate of the classification Deep Boltzmann machine based on the hybrid training is the lowest among the four methods. It proves that the classification Deep Boltzmann machine has better adaptability in the complex environment of Intelligent CPSS with big data.
To verify the validity of the Markov time-varying model for real-time risk probability prediction, this paper uses the published KDD CUP 99 data set for simulation experiments. describes the different attacks. According to the different descriptions of attacks in the MIT Lincoln Labs Intrusion Detection Experiment and different phases of attacks, the network security risk levels corresponding to attacks are classified as shown in Table 2 . Since the KDD data set is too large, only one attack of each attack stage is selected for experiment. The attacks selected in this article are normal, satan, back, root kit, and guess_passwd. According to the classification of 38 attacks in Table 2 , the experiment extracts 2% data in normal (1946 records), all data in satan (1589 records), all data in back (2203 records), all data in root kit (10 records) and all data in guess passwd (53 records) as training data. There are 41 qualitative and quantitative attribute features in the KDD CUP 1999 data set, including 8 discrete attribute variables and 33 continuous attribute variables. The training data is divided into five categories, represented by C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , and C 5 , representing five safety risk states L 0 , L 1 , L 2 , L 3 , and L 4 , respectively. The class analysis results are showed in Table 3 . Due to the use of the classification Deep Boltzmann machine based on the hybrid training method, the classification accuracy is improved, and the problem of the traditional Deep Boltzmann machine was also solved. The proposed method improved the efficiency, where α is 0.01 and H is 1500.
Compared with the traditional methods, the feature extraction and classification methods proposed in this paper are almost the same in training time, which indicates that the Deep Boltzmann machine greatly improves the efficiency of the Boltzmann machine. Moreover, the accuracy of the Deep Boltzmann machine is higher than the traditional classification method. At the same time, the classification Deep Boltzmann machine based on the hybrid training method does not need to use other classification tools because it has the ability to classify and simplifies the process of classification, which makes this method more intelligent and practical.
This paper counted the times of each state transition in the training data, the results are shown in Table 4 . 
B. NETWORK STATUS PREDICTION
Initially, the network is in a normal state, so its initial state probability can be considered as (0) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0). Multiplying π(0) by equation (32), we can get π (1) = π(0)·P, P = (0.99486, 0.00462, 0.00051, 0, 0) as the current state probability of the network. It means the probability of the network in state L 0 is 0.99486, in state L 1 is 0.00462, in state L 2 is 0.00051, in state L 3 is 0 and in state L 4 is 0. It can be seen that the network is most likely in a state without security risk, then is low micro security risk state and micro security risk state, and the result is consistent with the actual situation.
Using the transition probability of each state calculated by equation (32), the initial risk state transition probability matrix is obtained as follows: When a new test sample arrives, the state transition probability matrix update algorithm is processing, and the classification Deep Boltzmann machine is used to classify the class, then recalculates the state transition probability matrix by the risk state transition probability matrix calculation method. Finally, we use equation (32) to predict the probability of future networks at various security risk levels. Table 5 to Table 9 show the statistics of the number of state transitions for the 5 groups of test samples, respectively. Figure 13 .
It can be seen from the experimental results that the type of attack predicted by the Markov time-varying model based on the classification Deep Boltzmann machine is faster and more accurate. The input data shows that the test data of the network at each moment has the same type, so the risk status of the network at each moment should be L 0 , L 1 , L 2 , L 3 and L 4 in turn. Since the state transition probability matrix of the Markov time-varying model based on the classification Deep Boltzmann machine is updated in real time with the addition of samples, the network state probability obtained VOLUME 8, 2020 each time is constantly updated and changed. This makes the prediction of risk more accurate and objective. The simulation experiments show that when using the Markov time-varying model based on the classification Deep Boltzmann machine, the network has the highest risk probability in the L 0 state at time T 1 ; has the highest risk probability in the L 1 state at time T 2 ; has the highest risk probability in the L 2 state at time T 3 ; has the highest risk probability in the L 3 state at time T 4 and has the highest risk probability in the L 4 state at time T 5 , which coincides with the test data. At the same time, since the model uses the technique of classification Deep Boltzmann machine to classify the data, the classification method of the original Markov time-varying model is changed, and the classification speed and accuracy are improved. This model has a significant improvement in the complex network environment of power generation industrial control systems.
VI. CONCLUSION
Facing the complexity of Power Intelligent CPSS and their network environments, this paper proposes a Cloud-Fog-Edge closed-loop feedback security risk prediction model, a Markov model with time varying based on classification Deep Boltzmann machine, for Power Intelligent CPSS systems to predict the network security risk accurately in real time. This model uses a classification Deep Boltzmann machine based on hybrid training to extract the feature and classify the data smartly. It not only adapts the working environment of power industrial control systems, but also solves the defects of the original Markov model with time-varying. Consequently, it outperforms the traditional classification algorithms and inherits the advantages of the Markov model with time-varying. Moreover, the probability of the security risk state of the network at a future time is predicted by updating the state transition probability matrix in this model. In a word, this model has high real-time, intellectuality, practicability, objectivity and accuracy in the field of network risk prediction.
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